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About Eric 
 Currently: Independent Consultant 

 Prior: Focused on design/decision collaboration, online 

 Recently: Doc’t Systems Architect, Sun Microsystems
 Research into DITA's capabilities

 DITA's tags (how they work, how they can be used)

 DITA editors (oXygen, XMetaL, DITAStorm, others)

 DITA's extensibility (future growth, online collaboration)

 Worked to bring the vision to reality
 Pilot Study (information architecture, writing topics) 

 CMS Evaluations (XDocs, Alfresco, others) 

 Web-page Semantics (Javascript, JSP)

 DITA Production Processes (template-driven, building on DITA-OT)

 Link Management Algorithms (VCS as CMS)
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DITA in a Nutshell 
 Variations in Different Contexts: 

 Conditional Metadata (platform, OS, version)

 vs. Composition (see resources for a comparison)

 Information Typing (=> Usability)

 Task (a series of uninterrupted steps)

 Concept

 Reference

 Specialization (define semantic tags, restrict options)

 Basis for the information types

 Automation (<part_number>)
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Alternatives to DITA
 “Topics” in Book-Format Systems (e.g. DocBook, …)

 Clever adaptations for topic-oriented output

 Topic-oriented authoring harder
 Maps?   Topic search?  Component transclusion? 

 Other features impossibly difficult 
 Specializations?

 Training (but by itself, training “doesn’t take”)

 New people get hired

 Topic-oriented writing is hard
 Easy to ignore principles of topic-separation (esp. w/deadline)

 Over time, they’re forgotten

 You can do object-oriented programming in C, too…
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Alternatives to DITA
 Wiki Systems

 Highly collaborative (easy online editing)

 Limited formatting (e.g. paragraph in a list element)

 In-Wiki reuse (book structures & transclusions)

 Multiple deliverables not really an option
(although there are attempts to deliver PDFs)

 Unstructured

 Consistency?
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Alternatives to DITA
 “Unstructured” Docs (traditional desktop publishing)

 Sections generally inaccessible (e.g. via web search)

 Frequently less than truly usable

 No real reuse or automation capabilities

 Author-It? (http://www.author-it.com)

 “A practical, easy-to-implement alternative to costly 
DITA migration”

 Promises topic-oriented, reusable doc’n, without DITA

 Unable to evaluate further
(no other information available on their site)
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The “Big Three” Drivers
 Usability

 “Usability” is a well-defined concept (aka “minimalism”)

 User-centric, task-oriented documentation

 Reuse

 Specifically designed for that purpose

 Specialization & Automation (semantic tags)

 Troubleshooting, Courseware, Machining, Collaboration

  Capacity for significant automation (semantic tags)

  Strong future, as industries create customizations

  Vendor support for ever-growing eco-system
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Are You Driven?
 What’s important to you? 

 Reuse? You need a format that was designed for that purpose

 Usability? You need a format that enforces topic-oriented 
writing (or you’re unlikely to get it)

 Specialization and automation? 
You need a format that lets you define new semantic tags.

 For those purposes:

 DITA may be the only game in town.

 But:

 What will it cost to implement DITA?

 Will you get enough benefit to justify the cost?
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Benefits: Reuse (OOP/DRY)
 Leverage 

 Reduced time to market

 Greater accuracy / fewer errors

 Reuse across delivery channels 

 Production process => place to change branding
(not embedded in content)

 Reuse across document types
(web, PDF, help, training, support) 

 Topic reuse (among documents you manage)

 Paragraph reuse (words, phrases, sentences)
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Benefits: Organization
 Information Checklists (conref variable files) 

 New version: 
conref file provides a checklist of filenames
(often changed in a major release)

 New variation: 
(ex: Mac). conref file provides a checklist of filenames 
needed from the release team high-quality, readable 
doc'n (user-centric, task-focused) 
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Benefits: Usability

16

 More Procedures 

 Design question: What will the user do with this technology?

 Ex: Long series of paragraphs becomes a series of short steps

 Better Titles 

 Design question: What goal does the user accomplish?

 Ex: (caught during pilot): 
"Registering the Java Plugin" => "Enabling the Java Plugin" 

 Readers Stay Oriented

 Topic types help to ensure consistent tagging

 Production system assures consistent presentation
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Benefits: Competitiveness
 Rapidly-Accessed Documentation

 People want to go to the web, find out what they need to 
know, and get back to what they were doing 

 I'm one of them. (How did I code before the web?) 

 Stay Competitive
 Now: Usability of DITA docs provides competitive advantage

 Future: As more organizations embrace it, 
it may become a necessity, in order to remain competitive.

 Automation Potential
 Auto-generate and transclude source code (more later)

 Populate transcluded content from a database, or vice versa 
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Many Skills Needed
 Multiple skills required for a successful project:

 Planning and Information Architecture

 Topic-Oriented Writing

 Specialization Skills (optional)

 Production Skills

 CMS Skills (optional)

 Authoring Support 

 Management Appeasement 

 Costs  center around those skills 

 Acquiring: Train, learn on the job, or hire

 Utilizing: Time and effort to apply them
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Planning/Information Architecture
 Up-Front Design is Necessary

 Content Planning: (user tasks): Improves usability

 Architecture: 20-some “mechanical” decisions
Ex:

 File naming conventions & directory layouts

 Metadata names, metadata implementation 
(Conditionals or composition? Variable or invariant?) 

 Costs:

 Takes time—but mgt (or users) may be eager for quick results

 Need to get it right—Difficult &/or expensive to change later 

 CMS can make change easier (additional cost)
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Planning/Information Architecture
 Architectural decisions must be made early

 To decide, you need to know what happens later. 
Ex:
 What happens to a local, peer, or external link?

 What do you want to happen? (is customization needed?)

 Skills Needed: Production experience or collaborator

 Decisions need to be applied consistently by writers
Ex: 
 Tags and metadata choices 

 Indexing & related links (in prologue or inline) 

 Allow subsections in topics? (help=“no”, other=“yes”)

 Skills Needed: Training, editorial review, patience
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Topic-Oriented Writing
 Benefit: Usable, user-oriented documentation 

 Skills Needed: DITA tags, Writing Topics

 Costs

 Writing is harder 

 Takes longer to write things, especially at first

 Old: One GUI dialog. New: 12 GUI fields. (“How do I…?”)

 Topics + Maps + Architecture planning & tracking + Builds + …

 Benefits of reuse come downstream (for some, it never does)

 Style Maintenance

 Writers need to follow style and architectural guidelines

 Code reviews, editing, and training sessions needed
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Topic-Oriented Writing
 Training Costs

 DITA Training (DITA tags & how they're used)

 Topic Writing

 A new thought process

 Takes time to learn

 Curve isn’t terribly steep--but it's not a flat line

 Recc’d: CIDM course on “Minimalism” (JoAnn Hackos)
http://www.comtech-serv.com

 User-focused, task-centric, “no fluff” docs

 A real eye opener
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Specialization Skills (optional)
 Benefit: Helps to achieve standardization 

 Ex: How to display parts information?

 Table in a reference topic?

 Definition list in a reference topic?

 Bullet list in a concept topic?

 Put part numbers in bold? 

 Solution?: Specialized PartsList topic and <part_no> tag

 Skills Needed: DITA, DITA-OT, DTD/Schema helpful

 Costs

 Defining and implementing specializations

 Training writers and reviewing topics to ensure use
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Specialization Skills (optional)
 Benefit: capacity for automation (added semantic info)

 Update parts info from a database

 or: Update database from your topics 
(DITA becomes a customizable interface to your DB)

 Skills Needed: Programming

 Costs

 Building the automation systems

 Custom production handling (if any)

 Training and code reviews a necessity
(Use is no longer just desirable…)
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Production Skills
 Process Components

 Customizations

 Build procedures

 Specialization handling (if any)

 Automation (e.g. DB interactions)

 Benefits: Branding, sophistication

 Skills Needed

 DITA-OT, XSLT, DTD/Schema, 

 PDF/HTM, CSS, Javascript, JSP/ASP

 Build scripts, some programming
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Production Skills
 Costs

 Customization required for production-quality results

 One kind of customization for HTML, another for PDF

 Most of what you need to know isn't documented 

 Extra time needed for specialization-based automation

 Training

 Recc'd: Suite Solutions course on DITA-OT (Joe Gelb)
http://www.suite-sol.com/pages/services/services_training.html

 Recc'd: IBM talk (Erik Hennum)
http://www.stc.org/edu/52ndConf/dataShow.asp?ID=104
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CMS Skills (optional)
 Benefits

 Link management, production templates, workflow

 Skills/Costs

 Configuration

 Customization

 Authoring Interactions

 Production Interactions

 Evaluation and Selection

 License Negotiation
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Authoring Support
 Training

 Code Reviews

 Editor Customizations 

 Ex: Eliminate tags to make things easier

 Skills Needed: Editor configuration &/or programming

 Migration assistance 

 Skills needed: Source doc format, DITA, programming

 Ex: Wrapper around h2d
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Management Appeasement 
 Give good presentations 

 Offer many carrots…

 Put good spin on the ball… (a sense of progress)

 Show progress 

 Deliver results as soon as possible 

 Get something "out the door" as quick as you can
(even if only internal)

 Fine tune it later
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Costs and Concerns
 Fear: Fragmented, uninformative topics 

 Like many help systems

 Easily produced when topics are written to “fill in the blanks”
(rather than having some well-defined purpose) 

 Solution: Each writer is a mini-information architect

 A "document“ has one owner (a writer). 

 Writers find, write, and share topics and maps with others.

 The person with the title “Information Architect“ is in charge 
of how-it's-done commonality, not in charge of the what-to-do
decisions.
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Costs and Concerns
 Link Management 

 A serious concern as the doc set grows:

 map--> topics

 metadata in topics (for search) and maps (for processing)

 metadata in filenames (when distinct topics are needed)

 plus references to images and external files 

 Need a smart CMS, home-grown tools, or diligence.

 ex: RuDI project (Ruby Utilities for DITA processing)
http://kenai.com/projects/rudi/pages/Home

 Tools for template-driven production created (incl. better XSL)

 Link management algorithms designed (for use w/a VCS)
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Costs and Concerns
 “Herd of cats”

 You can make all the rules you want…

 But architectural choices need to be applied consistently

 The extra “meta work” takes time

 Managing the effort

 “Check in” meetings 

 Synchronize efforts, communicate standards

 Ongoing training (15-min slots)

 Code reviews

 Identify problems that need a standardized solution

 Identify opportunities to use an existing solution
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When is DITA Right for You?
 When the benefits are compelling

 Usability

 Reuse

 Specialization & automation 

 When you can afford the investment

 Resource limitations aren't too severe

 When your competition leaves you no choice

 The appeal of last resort

 But beware the perils of waiting…
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When isn’t DITA Right?
 You produce books (no need for “random” web access)

 No need for reuse (courses,  help systems, web pages…) 

 You need to maintain a large set of legacy docs

 Can’t “leave them alone” or do an incremental rewrite

 Conversions are extraordinarily difficult, and not 
recommended if they can be avoided 

 "Oops" is not an option

 E.g. You have a large investment in existing tools that 
you can't walk away from.
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When isn’t DITA Right?
 Resource Limitations

 Lack of time, people, or skills

 Short deadlines &/or small team

 Need production systems & info architecture, in 
addition to writing

 Two-person team desirable. Three or more is better.

 A soloist needs to be adept at programming, XSLT, 
systems management, and information architecture, as 
well as the material they're writing about.

 Such mavens are rare.
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DITA Not Recommended
 Gordon McLean’s Blog

http://www.onemanwrites.co.uk/2007/12/11/dita-is-not-the-answer
 Benefit?

“We don’t (yet) localize, and there is isn't anyone that has any interest 
in re-using our content (the only other team that references only uses it 
as a source of verification…)”

 Cost!
“Rather than being a simple installation and conversion process, a DITA 
solution requires a lot of technical know-how and a not-insubstantial 
amount of time and (money).”

 Major Drivers Not Present
 Reuse – Usability* – Specialization and Automation

 Costs dominated the equation

 It’s a case by case decision…
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DITA-Subset Recc’d (need)
 JavaSE Docs at Sun (3500 files)

 Approx. 100 frequently edited, heavily-interlinked 
and/or redundant (error-prone, resource sink)

 12 sets of installation instructions (4-6 pages each)
product=JDK/JRE, OS=Linux, Solaris, Windows, 32- and 64-bit)

 Heavily interlinked, often redundant, practically unreadable

 2 sets of 35 tools pages 
(platform=Solaris-Linux/Windows, format=HTML, troff)

 Heavily redundant, frequent errors & omissions

 The “bug that wouldn’t die”

 A dozen docs for “rich internet” apps (applets & javaWS)

 Common deployment mechanisms (JNLP, jar, packing…)

 Target of opportunity
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DITA-Subset Recc’d (design)
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DITA-Subset Recc’d (futures)
 Improve usability / Share topics with training group

 Automated code inclusion showing differences
(based on existing program)

 One copy of a program for a tutorial (XML file)

 Generate different compliable versions of the code 

 Generate HTML files w/ differences highlighted
(easy to convert to DITA)

 Online design-and-decision-making

 DITA specializations targeted at capturing a discussion

 Take advantage of collaborative online editing 
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DITA-Subset Recc’d (problems)
 Web Page Semantics (Eclipse help model, with tabs)

 Cross-subset Linking (RIA apps  Unix/Windows tools)

 Problem: Authoring links to single-source docs

 Solution: Invariant conrefs

 External Linking (src != dest)

 DITA docs authored in one workspace

 HTML docs located elsewhere

 Complete set published in multiple locations
(java.sun.com, java.net, download bundle for offline access)

 Implication: Relative links needed

 Problem: How to insert links and validate them

 Solution: Unix symlinks
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Major Drivers Were Present
 Reuse

 Several sets of redundant, inter-linked documents

 “Creeping inaccuracy” (version drift)

 Usability

 Existing docs frequently focused on the technology

 Few usable procedures

 Specialization and Automation

 Goal: Partial automation of programming tutorials

 Goal: Enable online collaboration
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Discussion / Resources

 Questions?

 Comments?

 Debate?
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Additional Resources
 Why You Want Modular, Topic-Oriented Documentation

http://blogs.sun.com/coolstuff/entry/modular_docs_part_1_why

 Modular Docs Part 2: DITA vs. DocBook
http://blogs.sun.com/coolstuff/entry/modular_docs_part_2_dita

 Conditionals vs. Composition, Best Practices Journal (CIDM), Dec 2008

(lists 20+ decisions that face a DITA project)
http://www.infomanagementcenter.com/index.php?page=1419

 Enabling Collaborative Design-and-Decision Discussions, Online
http://blogs.sun.com/coolstuff/entry/enabling_collaborative_design_and_decision

 RuDI: Ruby Utilities for DITA processing
http://kenai.com/projects/rudi/pages/Home
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